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  However he does not reveal his identity and keeps himself away from Bindiya, he then sees a picture of Bindiya on his mobile
phone and realizes the beauty of the girl whom he wants to meet, . He later finds out that she is in touch with someone and is
working as a model, . So he follows her and later rescues her from . He also discovers that she is in love with him, . The story
then focuses on whether Karan and Bindiya can get married or not, . After numerous misunderstandings and twists and turns

they end up married, . Cast Kunaal Roychowdhury as Karan Pooja Batra as Bindiya Saurabh Shukla as Arjun Rana Ria Sharma
as Saloni Kunal Jaisingh as Siddhartha Mayank Verma as Martin Deepak Singh Bhatti as Suraj Arun Bali as Gopi Kuldeep

Pandey as Mani Vijay Kania as Rana's son Kundan Choudhary as Rana's nephew Ritu Varma as Rana's wife Rakesh Bedi as
Alim Reema Lodh Suman Albela Critical reception The first season of the show attracted a huge audience with 3.5 Lakh App
users in the first week. The series completed its first season with 3.5 Million views. It was also noted by the viewers that the

series has got tremendous response from both the women and the men. The show is also named as India's most popular
streaming portal showing that the series is liked by the viewers. It is currently one of the most popular TV Series in India on the
streaming platform. After its completion of its first season, Kunal Roychowdhury's previous shows Ek Bhool Phirse and Chidiya
Ghar were broadcast on Colors. Critical reception International broadcast The series aired on STAR World from 28 January to 2
March 2020. References External links Official website Category:Colors (TV channel) series Category:2020s Indian television
series Category:Hindi-language television programs Category:Indian drama television series Category:Television shows set in

Delhi Category:2020 Indian television series debuts Category:Indian television seriesHolder's memoir 82157476af
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